Words on screen: “We have made great progress through Digital Manufacturing Acceleration efforts - John Sampson Senior Vice President Operations”

Imagine a plant that gave you seamless access to its data. That could share information intuitively to help you make better, quicker decisions. That could keep everyone and everything safe,

Imagine every worker having real-time visibility of the factory floor, through a secure private wireless network. Imagine using integrated data to work differently, in new ways; More agile, more reliable, with seamless communication between human and machine.

Imagine a task that took 30 minutes, being completed in 60 seconds. Imagine a ripple effect, from one initial trial through to 32 transformed plants. Imagine all this change, happening in less than a year. Dow and Accenture did. And partnered to make it a reality.

There’s no stopping what we can do together, When we reimagine our products and how we make them. Dow is already seeing better digital manufacturing outcomes. Are you ready to see what’s next?